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ABSTRACT 
For a unitarily invariant norm [/.I&, on JY~ and ~21, we define llAll+,, by 
II 14pIl~‘P. Then II. II+,p is again a unitarily invariant norm. We give Hilder-type 
inequalities for Schur products of the form [(A 0 Bll+O,po~ IIAll~,,p,.IIBll~p,,p,. As a 
corollary, we settle, in a stronger form, a conjecture of Marcus et al. on submultiplica- 
tivity of a unitarily invariant norm with respect to Schur multiplication. We prove also 
Halder-type inequalities for operator radii wp( .) of the form w,_,(A 0 B) < w,,(A). 
w,,(B). 
1. INTRODUCTIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let 4, be the space of all n x n complex matrices. For A = [aij] and 
B = [bij] in A,,, their Schur product (or Hadamard product) A 0 B is 
defined by entrywise multiplication: 
A 0 B = [aijbij]. 0) 
Starting from his discovery that 
AoB>,O whenever A, B&O, (2) 
where >, means the order relation induced by the cone of positive semidefi- 
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nite matrices, Schur [lo] proved the inequality 
where ]I. ))oo denotes the operator norm (or spectral norm). 
The operator norm is an example of a unitarily invariant norm. Recall that 
a norm on A, is called unitarily invariant if 
IVAVII = IPII for all unitary U, V. (4) 
It is known (see [3]) that a unitarily invariant norm (1. /( stands in one-to-one 
correspondence to a symmetric gauge function +I on 9: by the relation 
II4 = +(qA)) = +b,(A)m s,(A))> (5) 
where s’(A)=(s,(A),..., s,(A)) is the n-tuple of the singular values of A, 
i.e. the eigenvalues of (A*A)‘/‘, arranged in nonincreasing order with 
multiplicities counted. Recall that a nonnegative function $I on .9:, vanishing 
only at the origin, is called a symmetric gauge function if it is subadditive, 
positively homogeneous, monotone in each variable, and invariant under 
every coordinate permutation: 
@CC l,... ~5,)=~(5o,~...AJ for every permutation u. 
In this paper, the unitarily invariant norm induced by a symmetric gauge 
function 9 by (5) will be denoted by )I. ]lm. But for the function 
the corresponding norm is simply denoted by I(. lip. This is in accordance 
with the notation (1. (lm for operator norm. 
In Section 2, we shall establish Schur-product versions of some Holder-type 
norm inequalities. Among others we show that for every symmetric gauge 
function + the following inequality holds: 
IIA o Bll, G hVpIl:‘p~ ~~IWIl~‘y 
1 1 
whenever -+-=l, 
P 4 
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which stands in analogy to the well-known inequality of Holder for numerical 
sequences (see [4, p. 241) 
Letting p -+ co, this leads to the inequality 
which implies 
IIA o BII+ G IIAllg IIBII+ 
provided Q is normalized as $I (LO,. . . ,O) = 1. This last inequality was 
conjectured in a recent paper of Marcus et al. [7]. 
A norm ]I. 1) on J@, is called symmetric if 
lWA~*II = IIAII for all unitary U. (6) 
A nontrivial example of a symmetric, but not unitarily invariant, norm is the 
numerical radius w( .) defined by 
w(A)=sup(l(Ax,r)llx~C”, (x,x) =I), (7) 
where each A E _&‘, is considered a linear map in the Hilbert space Cn with 
usual inner product ( , . ). Th e numerical radius can be considered a member 
of a natural one-parameter family wP( .) (0 < p < co) of symmetric (quasi-) 
norms, called operator radii. In Section 3 we shall establish some Holder-type 
operator-radius inequalities for Schur products. Among others, we show the 
inequality 
and its dual version 
where w*( .) denotes the dual norm of W( .). 
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2. UNITARILY INVARIANT NORMS 
A key tool for the investigatioz of unitarily invariant norms is majorization 
relation, Recall that a vector [ = (Er,. . . , E,) in F: is said to be sub- 
major&d by another f=(vi,...,n,) (in symbols <+,?) if 
k k 
C t[j]Q C V[j] (k=lT2,...,n), 
j=l j=l 
(8) 
where <,il >, <is, 2 * . . > El,,] and qLil >_n[s, >, . . . > q,,, are the decreasing 
rearrangements of the components of 5 and 5j, respectively. If in addition, 
equality holds in (8) for k = n, then g is said to be majorized by G (in 
symbols E < ;ii). 
A basic fact (see [3]) is that a symmetric gauge function I$ is monotone 
with respect to the semiorder induced by submajorization: 
hence by the definition (5) 
Most Holder-type norm inequalities for the usual (matrix) product are 
based on the following fact (see [8, p. 2491): 
Z(AB) <,Z’(A)G’(B) (A, BE&~), (IO) 
where g ; denotes the coordinatewise product of vectors 5 and q. Therefore, 
to obtain Schur-product versions of Holder-type norm inequalities, we will 
start our arguments with the following lemma, which is a Schur-product 
version of (10). 
LEMMA 1. 
Z(AoB)*,F’(A)+(B) (A, BEA,). (II) 
Proof. Let us first consider the case A > 0 and B > 0. Put ei = s,(A) - 
si+,(A) and ai = sj(B) - s~+~(B) (i, j = 1,2,..., n), with the convention 
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s,+dA) = Sn+l (B) = 0. Since si( A) and sj(B) are eigenvalues of A and B 
respectively, there are orthogonal projections Z’,, Qj (i, j = 1,2,. . . , n) such 
that 
rank(Pi) = i and rank(Qj) = j (i,j=1,2 ,..., n) 
and 
A = i qPi, B = f S,Q,. 
i=l j=l 
Since ei, aj 2 0 (i, j = 1,2 ,..., n) and 
AoB= i q.Sj(PpQj), 
i,j=l 
we have (see [8, p. 2431) 
s’(AoB)<, 2 EJ~$(Z’~OQ~). 03) 
i,j=l 
Now Schur’s inequality (2) implies, with Z denoting the identity, 
P, 0 Qj < Pi 0 Z = the diagonal matrix of Pi, 
and similarly, 
Pi 0 Qj < Z 0 Qj = the diagonal matrix of Qj. 
Then since < between positive semidefinite matrices implies <tr (see [8, p. 
475]), we have 
?(Z’,OQ~)~,~~(P,OZ) and ?(P,oQ~)<,,F’(Z~Q~). 
It is known (see [8, p. 2281) that 
18 
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i+(zoQj)4(p,,=(i5,0 )...) 0). 
A conclusion is that, with i A j = min( i, j ), 
iAj 
s(Piqj)~w m,o....,o 
i 1 =qPi).i+(Qj). 
Now it follows from (12) and (13) that 
This proves (11) for A, B > 0. 
Next let us consider general A, B. Since 
Schur’s inequality (2) applied to these 2n x2n matrices, yields 
(14 
It follows from inequality (14) that there is W E .Mn such that IIWl\, < 1 
and 
A 0 B = (]A*]0 ]B*])“2.W.(]A(o lBJ)1’2 (e.g. [6, p. 4731). 
Then according to (10) we see 
?(A 0 B) Q+((]A*Jo lo*~)““).s’(W).s’((lAl~ (Bl)“2) 
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where for g= (,$r,.. ., E,) E 3’: we use p” = (t:12,. . . , <A’2). Using the 
arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality, we have 
F’( IA*10 IB*J)“2+‘( IAl0 JB1)1’2 < 
z(lA*P P*l)+ s”(lW PI> 
2 
Now apply (11) already established for positive semidefinite matrices, to the 
pairs [A*[, IZ?*( and IAl, IB(, and use the relation s’(A) = s’( A*) and s’(B) = 
s’(B*) to get 
~(lA*P P*I)+ ~(14°1~l) 
2 
-c,i+(A)G’(B). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. n 
Remark that Schur product A 0 B coincides with usual (matrix) product 
AB if both A and B are diagonal, and that for a diagonal matrix A = 
diag(a,,..., a,) and a symmetric gauge function +, 
IIAll+ = ~(b,L-.~ b,l>. 05) 
Now we are in position to formulate general Holder-type norm inequali- 
ties for both Schur product and usual (matrix) product. 
THEOREM 2. The following statements for a triple of symmetric gauge 
functions (PO, (PI, and (P, are mutually equivalent: 
(9 GO<5 3 G ~1(~-j+2(5j) <C;iiE 2:). 
(ii> lIWl,o Q II4l~;II~II~, (A B E A,). 
(iii> IV o W+,, G l141,,~ll~Il~P (4 B E A,,>. 
Proof. (ii) q (i) and (iii) * (i) are immediate from the preceding remark. 
(i) * (ii) and (i) * (iii) follow respectively from (10) and (11) combined with 
the monotone relation (9). n 
Theorem 2 admits a natural generalization to an (m + 1)-tuple of symmet - 
ric gauge functions $a, $r,. . . , c&,,. 
For each symmetric gauge function $, its dual function (p* is defined by 
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Then +* is again a symmetric gauge function and the corresponding norm 
I(. ]I+,* becomes the dual norm of )I. )I+ in the sense (see [3, pp. 130-1351) 
ll4l$b* = sup 
ItrW) I 
BE.M’, llBll+ 
(*-4)* (17) 
Since, by the definition (16), 
the following is immediate from Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 3. For every symmetric gauge function C$ 
II* o BII, d II*ll+4IBIl, (A, B-4,). 08) 
A classical Holder inequality for sequences says that 
whenever r, s, t > 1 and l/r = l/s + l/t. Then it follows from Theorem 2 
that 
1 1 1 
II* o BII, =s Il*lI,-IlVlt whenever - = - + - . r s t (19) 
To formulate a generalization of (19) in a compact form, let us introduce 
some notation. For a symmetric gauge function (p and 1~ p < co, denote by 
ll.II+,p the norm 
VII+,p =III*l”~~~‘P. (20) 
In other words, )I. (],+p is the norm corresponding to the symmetric gauge 
function c#J(~)“~. Then ]]A]]+,, is a continuous increasing function of p. If 
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we put 
llAll+,, = llAll,> 
it is in accordance with other I]. II,+, p in the sense that 
I141$Gc = pl~mllN#Q 
21 
(21) 
(22) 
THEOREM 4. Let $ be a symmetric gauge function. If p,, p,, p2 2 1 and 
l/p, = VP, + l/p2 then 
IIA 0 ~ll~p,po Q IIAll+.,; II%,p, (A, BE A,,>. (23) 
proof. In view of (22) we may assume P,, pl, ;p2 < CO. Then by 
Theorem 2 it suffices to prove that 
To this end, let p = p,/p, and o = p,/p,. Since l/p + l/9 = 1 by assump- 
tion, we have by Young’s inequality (see [4, p. 1111) 
hence 
(25) 
Replacing gand 5 by tfand (l/t)5j respectively and taking the infimum on 
the right hand side of (25) for t > 0, we arrive at the inequality 
+( p” . ,P") < $( ,p~)p”‘p’+( py’pY 
Theorem 4 admits a natural generalization to an (m + l)-tuple 
P,, PI,..., p,, with I/P, = ~~=11(1/Pj)* 
Specializing Theorem 4 to the case p, = 1, p, = co, and p, = 1, we obtain 
the following. 
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COROLLARY 5. For every symmetric gauge function, 
IIA o BII, G llNm~ll~ll~ (A, 13 E ~4,). (26) 
If a symmetric gauge function + is normulized as 
then 
$(l,O )...) 0) = 1, 
llAll+ a IIAII, (A E -4A (27) 
with equality for A of rank one. The following is now immediate from (26) 
and (27), which was conjectured by Marcus et al. [7]. 
COROLLARY 6. Zf a symmetric gauge function + is normalizd, then 
II- II6 is s&multiplicative with respect to Schur multiplication: 
IIA o 4, G IlAllg IPII, 6% BEJ@‘,). (28) 
3. OPERATOR RADII 
The operator norm (1. )loo and the numerical radius w( .) are incorporated 
in a one-parameter family of (quasi-)norms, called operator radii wP( .) 
(0 < P -==I 00); 0. Ilm and w( .) coincide with wi( .) and wa( .) respectively (see 
[5] and Lemma 7 below.) The operator radius wp( .) is symmetric in the sense 
of (6), but not unitarily invariant except for p = 1. Strictly speaking, w& .) is a 
norm only when 0 < p < 2. The operator radius wp( .) for p > 2 is positively 
homogeneous, but not convex; it is quasiconver in the sense that 
The last inequality is easily shown by using the fact that the functions wx( .) 
and Xw,( .) are nonincreasing and nondecreasing, respectively, in h on the 
interval [l, 00) (see [2], [5]). 
There are several conditions for A to have W& A) < 1. Let us state some of 
them in a form convenient for later use. 
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LEMMA 7 [ll]. 
(i) wP( A) ,< 1 if and only if there is a Hilbert space 2, containing 
~9 = 6 n as a subspace, and a unitary operator U on X such that 
A”’ = pPU'"I, (m = 1,2 )...) ), (29) 
where P is the orthogonal projection from J? to 2. 
(ii) Let 0 < p < 2. Then w,(A) < 1 if and only if 
~~(p-1)Z+(2-p)eiBA((oc,<l (0<0<2a). (30) 
The following theorem can be considered as a multiplicative Holder-type 
inequality for operator radii. 
THEOREM 8. For every u, p > 0 the following inequality holds: 
w,,(A~B),<max (A, BE A,). (31) 
Proof. In view of positive homogeneity we may assume w,,(A) = wp( B) 
= 1. According to Lemma 7(i) there are a Hilbert space X 1% 3 @ ” and 
unitary operators U and V on 2 such that 
A”’ = aPU”(,, B”’ = PPV”‘), (m = 1,2,...). (32) 
Then the tensor product U@V is unitary on the tensor-product Hilbert space 
X@J?“, containing Z@Z, and P@ P is the orthogonal projection from 
X8X to %‘@&‘. It follows from (32) that 
which implies, again by Lemma 7(i), 
woll(A@B) < 1. (33) 
To prove (31) let us first consider the case up < 2. Apply Lemma 7(ii) to 
A@ B, for which w,,(A@B) < 1 by (33), to see that 
Il(op-l)Z~Z+(2-ap)eiBA~~~13C~l (0~0<2~). (34) 
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It is known (see [l]) that there is a linear positive, (i.e. positivity preserving) 
map ip from A,,@M,, = A,,% to M,, such that 
@(SW) = s 0 T (S, TE.&J; 
hence in particular @(I @ Z) = I. Such a linear map necessarily 
(see 191). Then it follows from (34) that 
has norm < 1 
I]( up - l)Z + (2 - ap)e”A 0 B (lW 
=((~((ap-1)Z~Z++2-ap)e’BA~B)lloc~ l, 
which implies, again by Lemma 7(ii), w,,(A 0 B) < 1. Therefore we have 
proved (31) for up < 2. 
Next let us consider the case up > 2. Since, for fixed S E A,,, the 
functions w,(S) and Xw,(S) are nonincreasing and nondecreasing, respec- 
tively, in h on the interval [l, co) as already remarked, we have 
wop( A 0 B) < w2( A 0 B) 
=s w,(A@B) (by using the map Q ) 
w 
<- 
2 [by (33)1 
=max 1,: w,(A)w,(B). 
( I 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK 9. The constant max(1, q/2) in Theorem 8 is best possible. 
In fact, it is known (see [5]) that for n = 2 
WP it 1) 0 0 =’ 10 P (0 < p <co). (35) 
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Put 
Then for every u, p > 0 we have 
25 
Next put 
A=B= _; _;. 
i i 
_ : is unitarily similar to 
i 
2 2 
W,(A) = - and w,(B) = -. 
a P 
On the other hand, 
is unitarily similar to so that for up > 2 
To provide the inequality (31) with a more HGlder-like expression, let us 
confine ourselves to the interval 1~ p < 2 and make a change of parameter: 
W(A) = (2- +,-,(A) (O<t<l). 
It is readily seen that W,(.)=IJ.IJ,=to,(.)and W,(.)=~U;(.). 
(36) 
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THEOREM 10. For 0 G s, t G 1 the following inequality holds: 
W,bW G WbWYW (A, BEA,,). 
Proof. Since p + pw,( .) is a nondecreasing function of p > 1, and 
(Z-s)(2-t)>,2-st, 
it follows from Theorem 8 that 
W,,(AoB)=(2-st)w,_,~,(AoB) 
~(2-s)(2-t)w(,-,,(,~,,(A”B) 
<(2- s)w,_,(A).(2- t)w,_,(B) 
= W,(A).W,(B). 
With (I = 1 and p < 2 we obtain the inequality corresponding to (26). 
COROLLARY 11. For 0 < p < 2 the following inequality holds: 
wp(A oB) G IIAll;w,@) (A, BE A,); (37) 
in particular 
w(A o B) G II4l,w(B) (A, BE-,@,,). 
Finally let us give an operator-radius version of the inequality (18). 
THEOREM 12. If 0 < p < 2, 
IIA"Bll~~w,*(A)-+,(B) (A,BEA~), (38) 
where w,*( 0) is the dual norm of w,,( a); in particular 
\(AoB(I,<w*(A).w(B) (A,BE&,)> 
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where w*( .) is the dual rwrrn of the numerical radius w( .). 
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Proof. We may assume w,(B) = 1. Then the inequality (37) means that 
the linear map A + A 0 I? from the Banach space (A,, I]. 11, ) to the Banach 
space (A,, w&e )) has norm < 1; hence its dual (or adjoint) map from 
G&,+,*0) to (A,,, ll.lli) h as norm < 1, where each S E &, is identified 
with the linear functional on A,, defined by A - tr(AS). The dual map is 
given by S + S 0 B’, where B’ is the transpose of B. In fact, by the definition 
(1) we have 
tr((A 0 B).S) = i aijbijsji 
i, j=l 
=tr(A.(SoB’)). 
Therefore 
IIA o B”llt d w,*(A) = w,*(A)u+(B). 
Now (38) follows by changing B to B’ and using wP( B’) = w,(B). n 
After having completed the manuscript, the author was informed that 
R. B. Bapat and V. S. Sunder [On majorization and Schur products, Linear 
Algebra Appl. 72:107-117 (1985)] had applied a majorization relation to 
settle a conjecture of Marshall and Olkin. Their key result is that for A, B > 0 
where $ is the diagonal of B, arranged in decreasing order. This is an 
improvement of our Lemma 1 in the case of A, B >, 0, but Bapat and Sunder 
had not treated a general situation or Holder-type inequalities. 
Also after having submitted the paper, we were informed by R. Horn that 
he and Ch. Johnson had obtained a result which corresponds to our Theorem 
1 with $~a = $i = $a, in a paper “Hadamard and conventional submultiplica- 
tivity for unitarily invariant norms on matrices,” Linear and i&&linear 
Algebra (to appear). Their proof also is based on majorization consideration. 
Though their proof of the key Lemma 1 is quite different of ours, it uses an 
idea in common with ours in reducing the problem to the case of a Schur 
product of projections. 
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The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor T. Ando 
for his helpful suggestions and encouragement. 
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